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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works
to alleviate suffering for all and referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the
Iraqi government We are also an auxiliary body to government when responding to humanitarian needs
including the Mosul liberation operation beside our heading and membership of different committees
inside Iraq that involved in the humanitarian response .However, we maintain our independence from
authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan organization. our interventions
alleviate the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 1932

IRCS ambulance DOWN
1st -3rd May 2017

Since the beginning of Mosul liberation operation until now, the IRCS team faced different security challenges but we kept
providing different services to the IDP and people of Mosul yet on May 2nd and during the EAS team responding to patient for
transportation, RPG hit near our empty ambulances and shrapnel's break out fire in the vehicle.
The past few day's activities as listed below:The IRCS Salahaddin Branch
Aqrab Checkpoint
1. 19,350 hot meals with water bottles distributed to the families
2. 212 ready meals pack distribution
The Camps
1. Producing and distribution of 90,000 fresh bread distributed to 9000 families at Madraj, Tel-Sebat ,Jada'a and Hamam Al-Alil
beside Aqrab check point beside families in deserted areas in Tikrit
2. Our water purification unit produces 2m3/h daily and distribute in Madraj camp
3. 17,700 hot meals with water bottles distributed in Hamam Al-Alil camp
4. 337 ready meal pack in Hamam Al-Alil camp
5. 1000 families in the Kuwaiti camp received relief pack (each pack contain food basket with 35Kg rice , kitchen set , hygiene
set , kettle , stove , thermos , two towels ,two Jerri cans ,one tarpaulin and 3 blankets )
EAS
The IRCS ambulance evacuation service with the Norwegian RC
 One case from Hay Al Resalla to Salih Shaikhon clinic
 One case from Al Hamyddat Village and One case from Wadi Al-Ayan to PMS hospital
 One case between Wadi Hajar clinic to its hospital
 One case from Wadi Al-Ayan to Wadi Hajar hospital
 May 2nd IRCS team lost one ambulance by rocket-propelled granite at Wadi Al Ayen with no human causality
Inside Mosul
1000 families inside hay Al-Damarchy ,Thllecha and Al-Obbor Al-Thanya received food pack (each pack contain food basket
,ready meals and one water bottle dozen set)
The IRCS Duhook Branch
Inside Mosul
500 families in Hay Al-Bakar; each family received 5 bottles of water of 17 liter /bottle with the French RC
The IRCS health team provided the following service
 Education and awareness about the Mosul dam collapse hazard
 Psychosocial support for 27 children and 25 women
 Health promotion and personal hygiene to 23 adults
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